RELS 131      Finding appropriate books to review: Judaism

Browse in the library book stacks on the second floor of Stauffer Library
(west side, next to the windows)
Start with call number area:  BM 561

Search the library catalogue, QCAT, by call number BM561

or by subject heading ‘Judaism’

and re-sort to see the newest books first

Sources for good lists of academic books:

Encyclopedia of Religion (online)
Judaism: An overview by Michael Swartz has a useful bibliography at the end of the article.
http://proxy.queensu.ca/login?url=http://go.galegroup.com/ps/i.do?&id=GALE%7CCX3424501652&v=2.1&u=queensulaw&it=r&p=GVRL&sw=w

Each entry in these two reference books on Judaism in Routledge Religion Online has suggestions for ‘Further Reading’.

Fifty Key Jewish Thinkers

Reader’s Guide to Judaism

Oxford Scholarship Online – Religion is a selection of books from Oxford University Press. The library generally also has a print copy of these titles (search QCAT).